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'
S.' '' by Glenn Forbes
Tbe Board of Trustees, during
Us meeting a few . weeks ago,
approved the proposed 197576
budget of $10000 dollars. This
budget Is quite similar to the
'

--

-

Fourteen percent, of mis stun, the budget; student aid takes ten to a grocery store might have
however, is paid out In student : percent, and food six. This guessed, have gone up 23 during
and grants, making the net - pattern of spending is similar to that same period. And, realizing
' aid
' that of years past; today's prices the problems of inflation, the
total about seven and three-tent- hs
'college has Increased Its student
This net income frqm are hot,
million
from last year.
College expenditure on- coal, aid by . 22
students comprises sixty-thr- ee
although
Tuition
percent of tbe College's income. for example, has gone up by 25
Increases,
percent last year and' 301 from 1972-1- 73 substantial, have not covered
The other thirty-sev-en
these cost Increases and the
comes from other sorces, in- : That increase, obviously, Is
eluding alumnf gifts '
not due to a large Increase In College has done a lot of
space to be heated. The cost
'Wooster is definitely
operation. Fifty-s- ix
The' present budget, for
of .classroom supplies has
percent In example, doesn't allow for any
percent of its funds go for perIncreased thirty-tw- o
or
repairs to
sonnel' compensation. Utilities
the last four years. The College's renovation
take an eleven percent chunk of food costs, as anyone who's been buildings. The need is certainly
.

.

-

ones that proceeded it, except in
accurate, A one
one way-i- t's
percent miscalculation could put
.the college $100,000 in debt,- '
The College collects Its funds
mainly from students and student
aid Income," Total Income from
and for students amounts to about '
eight and a half million dollars.
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unpleasant

more

-

sidering that many departments
are understaffed already, .

--

1

The' freedom and inde
I ' pendence of
the press
is trammel led.7. i

there but not the money. There
Is no hedge In the budget for
Inflation, only tbe hope that each
operating department can absorb
any Inflation within Its budget.
Any future trimming of expenditure will be difficult because It
win have to take the form of
eliminating jobs, an unpleasant
task at best. The possibility Is

--

;,

1

the moment it takes an
ancillary position.
'

I
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Faculty votes revamping
of Freshman Colloquium
VS.

themes are designed to provide
more intellectual stimulation.for
the freshman,, The third change
Is mat the class will be graded,

rising new rock group, performs in McGaw
see story on page 5.

tonight

sett-instructio-

nal

Freshman Colloquium win undergo a change of name and emphasis starting September 1,1976, "These changes are taking to
It win be .changed to Freshman promote more academic rigor for
explained Henry
Studies and wUl place a greater freshmen,
j emphasis on reading and writing Copeland, Dean of Faculty, '
In addition to this change,'
I skills.
each professor will have to sub-mtt an outline 'for the class
Learning Center ' will also
on
specific
a
serve
an expanded function next
based
Tbe
theme,
I Incoming
The function of the Colloquium
freshman class wW be year, Mr, Peter Havholm Is pioable to choose from these themes neering some changes this fail advisor win remain the same,
' and be placed accordingly, These mat wUl be incorporated into the advising the students.

A

Morning Song,' a

center next year, Thesere basically
packages, where, the student Is allowed to pace himself. After this,
there wUl be another writing
class, English 102, This win be
run by a new English professor -trained In developmental reading
and writing and win serve as a
third direction for students who
are having reading or writing
problems, ...

.
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Theatre schedules DEATH OF A SALESMAN
-

In keeping with an already
successful quarter, the College
Of Wooster LITTLE THEATRE
Is currently preparing Arthur
.

--

"

t

-

. :

''

.

..

'

High School, Iowa; Tar kio College, Missouri; Kent State University; and Ohio State University, Russen, who has worked
on approximately 80 theatre productions, has had articles pub
llshed in THE DICKINSON

:.

EW

Co-e- d

--

audience. Joining the' talented
student .cast win be guest performers Burton RusseH and Don- -aid Carle playing the lead roles
of WUly Loman and Charlie

eiptent of the Schubert Play- -.
writing Fellowship In 1969 and
drama, LOW ON
bis
'
HIGH, has been chosen as an
American Playwrights Theatre
respectively,'''".-'..'.selection, Mr Russen, who has'
' Mr, Russen served tat the U.S.
ever before portrayed the char
3,
Navy during the years
acter
of WUly Loman, says that
Be men entered the University ' he prefers serious drama - and
of Northern Iowa where he ma- -' hat his favorite playwright Is
jored tn English and Theatre, Eugene CNein,.
: He did bis graduate work at the
Donald Curie has worked with
University of Iowa where be reLITTLE THEATRE productions
ceived his M.Ai tn Theatre and, before. He appeared In the college
to 1974, he earned bis PHD, ' presentations of THE DRUNKjut Theatre fronj Ohio State
ARD, FASHION HALFWAY. UP
He has taught English, ; THE TREE, MATCHMAKER, and
speech, and theatre at Hmnbolt f

ask visitation 'flexibility '

'

fall-len- gth

"

.

'
--

--

by John Sharp
--

.

,'-.'

The

.

dormitories 'comThe co-- ed
mittee met last Sunday and drafted their latest proposal asking
for "greater flexibility of hours
of visitation wlmtn the Irving
''
unit," .'. .'..
'
'
; ; The committee was created
'
to formulate proposals for great-vis- - ;
r flexibility In intra-dro- m housing
for
ttatlon rules for co-. . tation hours
units only, .',
--

--

-,-

--

-'-'-

,

fy.

;

four-pa- ge

ed

proposal states: by popular vote of aU the residents, A majority vote would
be required for establishing the
visitation rules. A , vote would
be made at the beginning of
Winter and Spring quarter on an
experimental basis,
, The proposal does not explicitly state mat
visitation hours would go beyond
those presently established In the
at visi- ?? coertinwed on. peg 4
wimia the dormitory;

ask' for

flexible Tlsltarton
hours so that we may have more
control-- In fulfilling the goals of
our programs and our eo--ed
living situation,"
In its present form the proposal applies only to Babcock,
and Wes- -.
Douglass, Myers-Dr- ec
tmtnster, all co-- ed bousing units.
The proposal asks. In effect,
We

.'.

,

'

.

Unt-'versi-

-

.

1950-195-

;.
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dori proposals

nnd-EDUCATION-

AL

appeared in THE ODD COUPLE nett and William Savlno portrayat the Norton Brown Derby, He ing bis sons, Biff and Happy rescurrently teaches seventh grade pectively. Other cast members
at OrrvUle Junior High School, include James Epps, Scott
Student members of the cast Powers, Brian Rlsley, Jim WU- ,
Include Anne Ltske portraying ison. David Coushlan. Elaine Fis
Winys wife, Linda, and Jon Ben- - her, Debbie Sauder, Mary Beld- continued on page 2
.

SU--vert- oo,

Miner's DEATH OF A SALES--:
MAN, For mis occasion,' howTHEever, tfiere Is a bonus for the ATRE JOURNAL, He was the re--"
RE-VI-

last year, ST, JOAN. He has
worked for several years with
the Wadsworth Footlighters and
has appeared regularly tn the
Arena Fair In Wooster, He performed tn summer stock In
Colorado, and last Springy

self-determina-

tion

--

--

.

self-determi-

ned

.
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oup & craclzers to help the hungry
raiaing money to aid in
hunger, relief as well as
helping us to become
customed to eating a little

As the world hunger crisis has grown in the last
several years College of
Wooster students and faculty and concerned mem
bers of the Wooster com
munity have undertaken and

less.

The idea is for a soup
and crackers meal one
night a week. This idea
has been done successfully at the college m any years

supported several, tests in
order to feel a little more
acutely what it means 'to. ago. Students, beforehand,
be hungry as well as raisagree to eat soup
ing some money to aid in would
one meal a
and
crackers
world hunger relief. The week
quarter
and the
a
for
problem of a one day test money saved would then
be
is that it turned out to be given to help relieve the
only a one shot deal,4ith world hunger
crisis. If
no real follow up. To many
sign up for
students
g.
that has become veryfrus-tratinwill
be sertills
it
There needs to be ved meal,
at Kltteredge Dining
-

--

e-no-

some kind of continuing action going on on campus
and in Wooster.
The Bread for the World
group has come up with an
idea which it thinks will
relieve the frustrations of
a one day fast while still

I have noticed a marked
lack of attention bordering
on indifference by this pa
per in its coverage of
musical events on this
campus. Wooster maybe
a small liberal arts college but it has an excellent and very active Music
Department. In this quar- -.
ter alone there have been
five recitals, four presented by known performers
and one recital presented
entirely by students. In
the next three weeks there
will be two more recitals
presented by students and
performances by the Wooster Symphony Orchestra.
Scot Band, the Jazz Enand
semble,
Wooster
(Chorus.
Perhaps the lack of reviews of student recitals
can be explained. Per- .

'

Over the last two days, I have heard many rumors
about rapes here on. campus. Only one has been officially confirmed,' but that Is still enough to scare
me, and, I would venture to say, many other women
here on the campus.: This editorial is simply to warn
women not to Walk around alone at night. Find any kind
of reliable escort,-bu- t
DO NOT leave yourself open to
- '

..
a rapist.' v
I. would also like to prod some organized group to
renew an escort service. This was in effect during my
sophomore year but has 'since gone out of existence.
May we suggest a renewal of this; service starting
immediately ?1 The women of this campus-ne- ed
the
protection of an escort, now!
'
Susan Tew
--

'

.

OF A

-

continued front page

ler, and

SALESMAN'

1

Bunny McKee.

-

haps .the failure to list
Junior and Senior recitals,
as well as composition recitals, can be explained,

discarded in his old age from the
only world , be knows, crawls
into his grave where he is convinced mat he will be worth
--

Cop-ptc-

--

k

ties Award sad the Pulitzer
tor Its author. It tells the Prize
story
of a worn-o-ut
salesman who,

;

The technical crew, which Is
working under the supervision
of Technical Director Douglas
Hall, Includes Allan Johns, sound; .
.David King,. light design; Nanci
k,
Stall, Box Office; Stephen
publicity: Sarah Oakley,"
Kay
costumes and make-ti- p;
Welly, program; .Sally Carr,
props; and Randl Smith, stage
manager. John Rice Is the Assistant Director and Carol Rooks
is serving as Business Manager.
The entire production Is under
the direction ot Dr.. Winfred
Logan of the Speech Department.
The play. Itself, in 1949 won
both the Mew York Drama Crt- .

of musical events

audiences on this campus
to continue with scanty or
no coverage of musical
events. Too often in this
but the complete lack of country the arts are conany advance listing or residered as frills and thereview of the large performfore inconsequential. The
ing groups is incomprearts are alive and relevant
hensible and inexcusable. on mis. campus and should
Plays on this campus are not continue to go unreviewed, every athletic noticed.
,..
continued-froevent is covered in minute Elizabeth A. Eaton,
page 1
detail; records and books,
Scot Band and
deficit, but more financial proas well as movies, are Sec. Wooster Symphony' ablems
lie ahead for the College.
given ample coverage, but Orchestra
rapid rise in the rate- of
The
the creative effort and EDITOR'S NOTE: The VOICE
aid commits the College
hours of hard work of mu- apologise tor any neglect ot student
to large sums of money that are
sic students on this campus merioum ma tic on the campus.
not presently guaranteed,. The
go unnoticed by this paper. Anyone interested in writing renumber of gifts the college reAthletes, actors, imagine view or new articlee on Mm
ceives could be seriously reduced
a game or" a play without eubject in the future, pteaae
if tax laws proposed to "soak
a" crowd.
Certainly you contact the editors through the
the rich", become law. And
would still play or act, but
Hnaliy,' what will the College do
the edge is lost without an VOICE Input Box.
JRve or six years from now, when
audience.
the size of the college age popuUnited lation
It is unfair to the per- Tharilzs
declines significantly?
formers and the potential
The College will. then have to

mora, to his family than he Is
alive.
Tickets for the- - show are on
sale in the Freedlander Box Office and may be reserved by
phoning Ext. 543. All seats are
by reservation only.' All Wednesday night tickets are $1.00.
The remaining nights tickets will
be S2JX), for General Admission
and flO for College of Wooster
students with ms,
i
'

Colleg

-

.

m

.

Sec.-Tre- as.

-

If the College has to cut costs,
significantly in the future, where
will it cut? Hopefully, me College
will' not make significant cuts la
its ' academic
and
extracurricular programs, for it is
these programs which bring
students to Wooster.
The College is not in the kind
of financial trouble It was in two
years ago, nor Is it out of financial trouble. It Is not in
danger of closing, as so many
small colleges have' in recent
years; but its future 1 not rosy
make -- a hard choice. Win It either. The College does not
accept fewer applicants and "less want to raise feesbut It has no
moaeyor will it accept applicants choice.
' '

.

--

for

Way response

Published weekly during the academic year except holidays and
examination periods by the students of The College of Wooster.
Opinions expressed in editorials and features are not necessarily
those ox the stall and should not be construed ss representing administration policy.
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address
all correspondence to VOICE, Box 3187, The College of Wooster,
Wooster, Ohio 4469 X.
Member of United States

,

HalL There is one MAJOR
problem. In. order for this
to be feasible for the College at least 350 students
need to agree to eat this Thank you.
meal of soup and crackers Paul Alcorn
one night a week. 350 is. Bread for the World.
the very least mat we can

VOICE neglects value
Dear Sir:

ugh

have in order for this to
work. We very much need
more than that if this idea
is to work well.
In the coming two weeks
members of the Bread for
the World group and others
who are concerned will be
passing out more concrete
information on the soup
and crackers meal and the
agency to which the money
will be sent. Towards the
j?nd of the two weeks' we
will be asking those who
ate interested to sign up
for the meal. In the meantime we ask you to please
look over; the information
which we will be making
available and to take a few
moments-t- o
mink about
the possibility of making
a commitment to this meal.

time for caution

A

.-C.

JEaX

.'

.--

ZlOODQ Q:

EDITORIAL'

As the director of- - the
College's United Way cam--'
paign, I would like to thank
all contributors to this important cause. Last minute
contributions are still wel.
come.
Bob Bruce
Department of Physical
Education
--

Press Association' and Ohio

News-

paper Association. Entered as second class matter in the Post
Office, Wooster, Ohio. Subscription rates: $6.00 per year, seconu
class; $9.00 per year, first class.
The offices ere located on the bottom floor of Lowry Center.
Telephone: (216) 24-12- 34,
ext. 433.
-

.

"

BILL HENLEY,

THE GIFT CORNER
Pistinctiv crafts
audi gifts
At Pekllc Souore end

the Wooster

4

no-14-4-
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-

editor-in-chi- ef

,

"

;

SUE TEW, JIM VAN HORN, Associate editors
DAYID KOPPENHAVER, sports editor
KEN MYERS, photo editor
r V
V
RAY BULES, ad manager
BOBBIE BROWN, circulation & subscription manager

k7.-

";

.

.

-

staff

'

vV''-:-

;

'
.

-

V

"

W.v.

Glnny Bailey, felly-- . Beals, Betsy Billings, Martha Erics, Sue
Fiatte, Glenn ; Forbes, Mortho Jamison, Sue Jervie, David Johns,
Lynea i Jelly,' Frances Kennedy, Irene Karsak, CaraJ Kreykeh
bohm. Diane Lets, Aims McCane, Mike McDowell, Mlall Slater,
Net sen Smittyl Nsncy TedaV Sore Wilson.'
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Pate 3

The D.V. Yeates Report

with B.V.
.'.

V

"

.

'

your two! rtrying to impress the pool
fo-l- pla vinff v patrons with his"
.....
ease
and class ordered a gin--' and
their'
mentor. D.V. Yeates on a tonic. . Ruth replied that
- tour .of the bar s of Wooster . she did not have any tonic,
D.V. suggested this tour "will wink do," "sure.'1
because in his words, '.'You. The cigar et bums all over
college kids don't knowshit
the bar gave the decor that
.
about drinkin.''
extra touch. Music is play". Our
first was Happy ed Thur. through Sat. Ruth,
Hour at the Ramada. D.V, the v owner is in D.V.'s
liked the tufor there. "Tu-f- or words a- - "Sweet granma."
what?" Two for the She's concerned' about the
price of one" (4:30-6:3trouble at other bars and
He also pointed out the wants to keep it out of
cute waitresses, plush de-c- hers.
and die fact that they C Our next stop was across
had entertainment and no the street at TONY'S (next
cover charge. ;. (No Jeans door to Mins). We consumafter 9:00) Beer was 650 ed Blatz and Burgers (350
(Michelob only and mixed and 650 respectively). Wodrinks started at $1.25). ody, the bartender, was'
Prices increase slightly also pushing plastic turwhen the band starts.
keys and chickens on the
Going from one extreme side. "Look real nice in
to another, we next found your window," he said. Atourselves at the PIPELIN- - mosphere was enhanced by
E R. (Bottom , of Beall and two bowling tropnys, ana a
Liberty) D.V. 'said, This warped, pool table, not to
is where I go when I don't mention plastic turkeys.
Music by a country western
want to be seen, by any
body.' We could see why. Wurlitzer.
Our tour guide next took
Our experience there began
when Ruth, the Sweet old us to OLD GARLAND'S (at
the Beer Wine sign Just
lady who throws out "smelly hippies'
who. start before the RR tracks on
fights, poured us beers E. Liberty). D.V. explained that it was Old Garlands
from the can (500). D.V

This

IntreDfd
; lowed

week

reporters

--

.

;

:v

the-approvin- g'

.

:

.

-

:

--

.

-

'.

0).

or,

.,."

.

.

because Garland no longer
owned the place.
Blatz
again at 300, whiskey soda
at 600. ' While there, one
reporter received
attention of one
parton his mother's age,
while the other got the
hairy eyeball from the rest
of the crowd. The floor
show featured a 220 lb.
woman ejecting a 130 lb.
53" male for "being on
dope." D.V. suggested that
we beat it and we did.
Our, next stop was the
ARCADE (on the square,
south of Liberty). We did
not enter as there was a
two dollar cover charge.
Live entertainment is featured Thurs.-Su- n.
Going across the street
,
to JOHN'S BAR, again
drinking Blatz (300). They
did not have a license for
anything above 42 proof.
Not the most exciting place.
We found ourselves eavesdropping on the bartender
telling a patron mat
horses were three times
smarter than, humans. D.
V. said, "especially these
folks, lets get out of here."
Heading south on Market,
we came upon the MARKET

.

.

'--

.

GRILL. Michelob was 350
and water 550. Looks like
it had good food. They
were the only ones to check
our LD.
We found, a little more
action across the street in
Wanting to imTINA'S.
press our tour guide we

'we had a chance to buy the
next round. Although quiet,
TJ's wasn't too bad.
With

$30

from

In quarters

the machine, we

started off anew. BERN IE S
Pittsburgh Ave. was
next. We opted for a can
of Millers at 600.
Next stop, was BE A and
ordered shots of Tequila
(750). to go with our Blatz NUPP'S on Rebecca and
(300). We thought we had Palmer Streets.
For a
hit the jackpot when we real treat, try the pickled '
saw the 3 ounce shots but pigs feet. Iron City and
later found they were only Strohs are featured at 300.
Several days' later, we
42 proof.
On the way to TJs we were told that we had also
in appearences at the
came upon- an altercation put
NOLD
between a drunk and the following . bars:
Arcade's bouncer. D.V. AVE they are Under new
It is NOT
made some obnoxious com- management.
ments to both of them and the same as last year. A
they Jumped him. D.V. good place to go to get.
pulled out his mojo root carded. DrORIO'S - good
and repulsed the attack food, but strlck on the
while we stood in amaze- cards. COCCIA HOUSE -ment. Feeling the need the cashiers, looked like
students. DANOR's
for a strong drink, we or- college
(E.
- if you want
Bwoman)
and
dered a Black Russian
a Double Screwdriver ($3). to feel like you are drink- - ,
While D.V. was in the bath- ing in a bathroom, go to
room rifling a gum ma- Danors. D.V.'s numero
chine, a mysterious stran- uno watering hole.' "'
ger bought us drinks; This After our friends posted '
stranger left abruptly in bond, we returned home to
the middle of a discussion study for our tests the next
,
on campus politics, before day...
on

v

-

--

.

.
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moscow dymnnony onnsL s rewa rding music
by Kip Coerper

appeared preten-tious, yet I believe he sim-p- ly

could be a n excellent jazz

playing

.

'

On Monday, October 27,
a group of students from
both tiie Russian and Music
Departments went to Mer-sh- on
Auditorium in Columbus to hear the Moscow
State Symphony Orchestra.
The program consisted of
A Night on the Bald Mountain" by Modest Mussorgsky, Concerto No. 5 in G
Major for Piano and Or- ' chestra by Serge Proko
fieff, and Symphony No,
5 in E minor by Peter
Tchaikovsky. The latter ;
was clearly the highlight,
of the evening.
There were noticeable-differencebetween ' the
Russian orchestra and.
many American orchestras. From the beginning,'
the Russians were more
orderly and formal; they
all entered the stage in.

was

.

:

ht-

as If

the cymbals were as important an . instrument as
the clarinet or violin
At the conclusion of the
concert, the soloists in
Tchaikovsky's Fifth Symphony, were singled out by
the conductor. In addition
they walked up to the podium to accept tiie applause.
Likewise, the pianist, Vladimir Viardo, acknowledged his applause, for play-ing ProkcfiefTs Piano Concerto by walking to the front
of the ' stage . rather than
from the piano.
The music was played
very . sensitively.
In
composiMussorgsky's
tion, the orchestra was
clear and precise. This
expertness was evident in
the louder sections where
chords,
the orchestra's
were often short but always together The or-

'

--

pianist. Unfortuantely, the
piece afforded him little
opportunity to display more
serene and lyrical playing.
To the audience's delight
he played an encore. But
again, the piece displayed
only heavy rhythmic chords
texture.
in a jazz-liThus, his total technical '
versatility was never teske

ted.

played at the end of the
concert, Russian and Lud-m- ila
by Mikhail Glinka.

This piece clearly depicted the strings' versatility
as they
:yt' extremely
fast not. ase i;es clearly
and precisely.
The entire oup thought
the evening v. as a worth--,
while venture,, especially
the stop at Burger Chef
after, the concert!

The' climax of the
evening was Tchaikovsky's performers, but not among
Fifth Symphony." The other French Hornists in
.
phrasing was superb. The the world . An encore was
--

.

Adirondack Wilderness Program shares experience

T

s

lines, and took their seats.
The concert master walked
in with the rest of the or-

chestra, unlike the American orchestras, where he
often enters alone and last.
The conductor then made,
his appearance.
Mussorg
Throughout
sky's work other examples
of precision were - noticeable, particularly the -.

well-taug-

warm sound produced by
the string section was par '
ticularly 'impressive. I
would guess this piece becomes a part of nearly
every great Russian Musician and surely they play
it like no one else can.
The highlight in this piece
was the French Horn solo.
The hornist played the tune
with a strong vibrato. This
technique
is apparently
common among Russian

--

was comprised of 31 people.
by Michael McDowell
Including a colloquium group,
This past Tuesday night (Nor. upperclassmen, and several adult
4) at 9:30, the people who were
advisors (profs). '
Involved In the Adirondack wild,
.

chestra changed moods
superbly at the end of the
piece where lyric solo lines o
--

erness
Program
last fall
presented a slide show. The
purpose of mis show was twofold: O to share their experiences 'with Jhose unfortunate
enough- - to have missed the trip,
and 2J to show .how worthwhile,
the trip really was so that It Will
be "continued. Approximately
fifty people attended the presentation, held In Lowry 119.

the time of their arrival
in the Adirondacks (In
Mew York) until their departure
for. Wooster, the group's only
means of transportation were
canoes or their feet. The group
was extensively schooled and
tested in camping, canoeing, and
climbing in addition to Biology
Both academic
and Geology.
courses were taken passfall, but
the members of the group
F'-o-

m

up-st- ate

were played- - beautifully
a quiet background.
ProkofiefTs Fifth Piano
Concerto displayed the ..
various talents of the orgroup first met
chestra. The piece is very onTherAdlrondack
August
21st
of
this year (to
-- percussive
pianist
and the
divide
the
food
and
make plans) stressed that these courses were
played it accordingly. My here at
cymbal player, who seemcollege.
the
The group . not
ed very well practiced.Hls impression was that he
v

o--ver

.

--

:

'push-over- s".

.

The group also stressed the
Importance of continuing the program. They emphasized that the
teaching v of Biology and Geology
in a setting where the principles
can be directly applied has a
great
advantage . over
"on-camp-

studies

In

tis

these fields.

Also emphasized was the feeling
of appreciation of simple things
ana tne friendships developed
within the group. The members
of the Adirondack group experienced an intimate touch with
nature
should e- xperience before their life is over.
that-everyon-

e

.
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Mm
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by Nlall W. Slater
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don't have the temerity tQ
review their performances, I can without hes- itation recommend to you
the ' Wooster Symphony b '
debut this Sunday , night
under their new conductor!

rknow of in the area will
20-2- 1;-

many In attendance at the
Ohloi'Chamber Ballet per-

;" is

:'

graphy showed to great le
'
when the Pennsyleffect in SUMMER NIGHT, s
'
appear
at
will
set - to Chopin's "Ro- - vania Ballet
manze
ft clearly demo- n- theE. J. Thomas Hall in
formance tnis past -- Saturday
the company's Akron. Their performance
that
strated
in McGaw, for tt was ensemble work
C ARM IN A
A
is every bit of OrfTsBlossom
an .event not to
Manuel- - Prestamo. TSt- u- -past
at
this
equal
of
small
such
the
dance perfordents
are 'admitted free:
as the ADAGIO. The summer was . awesome. so
mances here are such a ' pieces
me there,
join
,
:
Keep
one
mind.
in
this
schubert waltzes
rarity that no chance should were
I!
while
hand:
;
great
Nearer
with
danced
L slip by but a group of this verve and distinction
also.
quality was even more imrhythvery
a
waltz
The
is
petus. I should note before mically restrictive" form,
we proceed that dance
while one might fault,
is not my but
criticism
as
Mr.
specialty; Fm writing this an Poll' s choreography
.,
as
imposing
in
exercise
of
hopes
review in
could
many
as
he
variations
more interest in
theme, one
dance and perhaps more on this basic
the perforfault
coukLnot
best example of this perfect
presentations here.
mance,
of talents, although
...
.:
Ray
Bules
by
BADINAGE, to music of.
;
with
-- Jost Can't Believe It" with
evening
closed
The
"Vivaldi, opened the pro
ONE-RIto
.There Is no question that Pure Emmylou Harris in the
gram. I nere were some Kabalevsky's CIRCUS
Come"The
League Is one of Airier- - ground and the title cut are ex- -,
very slight problems with
.
proof
delightful
dians.' a
lea's finest - awTmosf under- - - cellent "country cuts" as well,
tills piece, it demanded that
need
be
neither
ballet
.rated - rising bands. Their- With "Harvest,'' the .band
absolute precision of posynor
rigid
newest album, TWO LANE HIGH- - makes 'Its first attempt at
classicism
sition coupled with easy rupy romanticism. ' The
WAY, reinforces that fact, but Eagles-- s t y 1 e"
grace
of presentation.
rcompany
The effort comes off ,
brought
consideraises the questton of where
There were a few stumbles able skills in mime and the band
poorly In ' comparison to those ;
they
heading.
Win
Is
and a certain uneasiness
comedy - to their proven
continue to expand on their pure of other groups who have had
present. . Thenext piece. abilities
country roots? Will they explore more practice with driving rock, '
dance.
classical
in
ADAGIO FOR TWO DANrock and roll any lustra mentally, though, it's, not
clown and lion
CERS,- erased any doubts The familiar
choice Is theirs;, and if s entirely conceivable
beauty
The
in
further?
great
had
I had and left me in . awe acts
better- -.
every style equally that we'll hear more-an- d
handle
they
innate
to
addition
their
of two superb performers."
the
from
vein
In
cuts
:
this
album
,
.
'
AIL
:
well.
and excitement.
'
The grace, the ease, the humor
tra,
League.
League
Pure
Prairie
'an
not
evening
was
told,
it
'
si nous charm of their per: dlt tonally has been typed
be missed.
formance admitted of, no to The
country-ro.IT-- ,.'
band (with emph- aTjnallk'
next dance event I
Pore
argument.
1fft6, 1eTn
TWO LANE
sis on the country).
' manages
to make fun of hard- :
v
.

I was gratified to see so
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best at UMLsmooth, easy country
style tor which they are known. . Overall, the band's versatility
J, D Call's lyrical steel guitar Is what Impresses most,

" -

'

.

".

coun-fortl- ess

low-ke-

--

:

probably selves excellent musicians
best cut. Is me gardless of style, V

Keeper,

contliMetf from page V-Code of Conducts Howeverr this
is Implied by the phrase "great:
v
er flexibility." :
The proposal has been given
to the Office of the Deans for
evaluation. The proposal will then
be returned to the co-- ed dormitories committee with critic
isms, and suggestions for re--1
vision.
The proposal, is expected to
go directly front the committee
to President Drushal, who jnay
approve or disapprove the proposal, and suggest changes; or
he may give It to the Board
of Trustees for action; or send
it back through Campus Council
-

:

-

Dan- - A marl,

.,re-TWO-LA-

KE'S

as chairperson of

Campus Council, has said that
the present proposal needs an
"Interpretation' of Che Code of
Conduct, and that the interpretation should be made in Campus

Council,
';
Passage, by Campus Council,
said A marl, would help "legit
imize" the proposal, and belp
to temper future reactions from
"single-se- x
housing units.".
. The final proposal stating explicitly the alms and procedures
of the ' committee ' Is expected '
sometime next week.
:

'

.
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There are a number of fine travelers cheques around But only
one has been around since 1874.
Thomas Cook.
idea of creating a ;
It was back then that Mr. Cook first had-thacceptable.
currency that would be universally
It was called the "circular note" and it was the forerunner of today's travelers cheque.
They're accepted. Thomas Cook Travelers Cheques are accepted in every country of the world. At more than one million locations.
They're recognized. They are known and respected throughout
the world tor 100 years.
,
They're safe. They're backed by over 1 5 billion dollars in assets. .
Refund or replacement in over 20,000 locations.
Cook Travelers
--And, they're free. When you
Cheques from us you never pay a service charge. .
These are just a few of the reasons why we carry Thomas Cook
Travelers Cheques. We hope they make as much sense to you as they
do to us.
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Tickets are: 500 for C.OW.
students, ? 1 for all others.
Doors open at 7:30 p.m.

,

Just

tion. They have performed
at Penn State, Indiana Un- lrersity, Syracuse University, Colgate University,
Buc knell University.
Swarthmore College, as
well as many spots in the

by Crosby, Stills and Nash
and Young, they have developed a distinctive style
of their own and in addition

what Is this band

all about ? Morning Song
consists of five men playing violin recorder, acoustic and electric guitars,
bass, percussion moog,
banjo and drums. But what
. makes this band outstanding is their musical arrangements and vocal harmonies all members of the.
band write and sing. Although greatly influenced

to their original material
boast a repertoire of over

,

75 songs by such artists
as Neil Young, Cat Stevens,
Stephen Stills, - Graham
Nash James Taylor, Seals
and Croft and THE Grate- ful Dead.- Morning Song has played
back-u- p
to well-kno- wn
bands like the Eagles, America and F airport Conven

MYC

--

."

Early this quarter, while

came across a striking ,
passage, ."Seven out of ten

people have the tongue-rol- -,
ling ability transmitted by
a dominant gene.'
Being of
the tongue- -.
rolling persuasion myself I
rushed to the library where.
I delved
several per- - iodicals into
and checked out
several "books on the sub-- '.'
Ject.,bnlce men my interest
; has
jyrown to .mammoth
proportions and I- .have
spent countless hours in
research, experiment, and
with tongu- ediscussion

-

:

.

'it-mi-

non-roll-ers

.

The-congressm- en

experts

r myself.)

My

.

be-

re

.

non-tong-

-

search Into TR has
theless been fruitful and I
would like to share some

-

ght

,

: Being a relatively young
and therefore small body of
science d know ofno other

sides

.

.

non-roll-ers.

tongue-rolli- ng

'

This would seem to insent them to Gloria Stei-ne- m melon seed shots 90.
TO SEE BETTER. . .
toncue-rolliiur
And yet another student
dicate that
and Co. Suffice it to
SEE PERRY OPTICAL
is something deep. It is say that 70 of our po- p- commented, 'I find it exmore than just a physical '
tremely useful for holdact. There is. something ulation can now roll their ing pencils."
mystical, an element of
tongues. "Who is superior;
TR, as far as I could
the supernatural which puts
man or woman?':
ascertain, has remained a
TTR , (transcendental private practice. Most
it in the category of trans-tongue-rollin- g)
cendental experience.
is an ans- parents" are not aware
many of our pro- that their children tongue-ro-ll COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
wer
to
7 A student, Glenn
NEW FRAMES
and yice versa. This
As Mr. Forbes
blems.
Forbes, told 9f his exper- -" noted,
NEW LENSES
may
possibly
be the major
"I think it could
Tve, been pracience
SUNGLASSES
factor
PRESCRIPTION
behind
our
solve
the
diffcurrent
economic
ticing since I was three
gap.
tongue-rolli- ng
generation
If
iculties.'
LENSES
DUPLICATED
years old. It is only hard were encouraged more .If tongue-rolli- ng
became
work and determination
propublic
more
f have more Interest.
wed
.. that brought me to the level
PROMPT REPAIRS
common
vide
ground
the
means
More
more
interest
ng
of tongue-rolliI have
on
which
manto
professional
all
tongue
unite
SENSIBLE PRICES
rollers
achieved.
Even
which would lead to more kind.
, Glen was clearly pleased
job availabilities. If ssim could be, taught, although
ALL
with his skill and demonthey "would obviously be
(Note:
pie!"
Such
a
bill
nearly-fustrated several,- 'll
PRESCRIPTIONS
an inferior
proposed in the House practicing
curls with his tongue. was
jsrand.
This is where the
FILLED
but narrowly defeated.
He has not achieved perday
poproblem
future
such
lies:
felt
fection and probably never
sitions discriminated a-- What do we do with those
will, owing to the fact, that
ue
rollers.) - people who can't or won't
gainst
he possesses too many Eve
333 EAST LIBERTY
pronounce
"I couldn't
the learn to tongue-rol- l?
genes....
R
speech
until
a
pag
continued
letter
on
6
This, brings me to
pathologist gave me tongue-rolli- ng
another discovery.'- - While
exexercises
digging through some archplained
another
student.
"It
aic manuscripts I .came
MOTHERS LOVE THEM FOR CHRISTMAS
less saved my
across a passage proving more or
(Note:
This
student
life."
that Adam was a tongue
WIVES LIKE THEM AFTER A FIGHT
can now trill an R '
roller and Eve was not. that
would make Dougal
GIRL FRIENDS LIKE THEM ANYTIME"
The , implications are
proud.)
MacPherson
profound but I have' not
THEY ARE
David Young observed,
sufficiently arranged my
helped
"It
the
increase
findings so mat I can pre
'DIAMONDS, SPRINKLED GENTLY, ALONG'
trajectory of m v water
"-

-

rollers and

.

-.

covered.TR is- a subject that has
long been misunderstood.
So to give you a feeling for
the topic here are some
; miscellaneous quotes referring to. the tongue-ro- l.Lling
experience:
Glen
Forbes, "Ifs almost orgasmic." D.J., "I get off
on. It." R.B.; "Ifs a very
sensual. ; experience. ' .
Anonymous, "There Is a
-

264-23-
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none-

- new information I have un-
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near College
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It's be kind to feet week
Celebrate in Dexter's
Guru shoe. A whole
new way of walking
y tor just
.
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OPTICAL
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PERRY
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perusing a friend! s INTRO
TO PSYCHOLOGY text, I

SUN-

RISE; their first album
spans a variety of musical
tastes ranging from the
traditional folksong to a
synthesized
rock'n roll
number to a Cat Stevenslike ballad.

the wave of the future
.by Dave Koppenhaver

area.

LISTEN TO THE

.-

.

"One of the real joys uound today.
,
of music is finding an
Billboard, Sept. 14, 1974
tist on & small label, un- -j about Listen to the Sunrise,
known to the general public - The Morning Song Album '
who has turned in a gen
"Morning Song is treuinely excellent piece of mendous." State Univerwork. This is the case with sity of N.Y. ;
Morning Song, a group
From University - Park,
whose harmonies at times - Pennsylvania, ' Morning
come close to those of CSN Song, a recording group,
and Y, who can handle soft a record company, and a
rock, country traditionals " great new sound will per- -;
or folk with equal ease and form Friday night Nov. 7
are vocally dnd instrument in McGaw, Chapel. The conas capable as any-o-f
cert will' open withuTom,
people ar- - Tom and Sue at 8:30 p.m..;
the "major

1

AMSTER SHOES

WHITE JEWELERS
215 EAST LIBERTY
W00STER
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Caldwell essplamo sMfiMg MmM
"

by David Johns

Washington-Moscow-Peki-

A New

Before plunging Into the subject
of international politics, Mr.
Caldwell reminisced about his
experience at Wooster. Although
many familiar faces and buildings
remain, there are many new pro- lessors- - and buildings which did ;
not exist in 1962, such as Mateer,
Lowry Center, Armington, and.
Freedlander Theatre. He then
compared the change on campus
to that which takes place between
the three major powers.
According to Mr.Caldwen,one
type of change which is taking
place Is a geographic shift among
different countries. Power is
shifting from consuming nations
to those with raw materials, from
to the north-sou- th
the east-we- st

,

'i

ng:

Polities' was the topic

of a controversial speech given
by Larry Caldwell in Mateer
Auditorium on Oct. 30, As a
member of the class of '62 at
Wooster be was elected student
body president both his Junior
and senior years. He attended
the Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy and Is an expert In
tli ftmM rtt

'ocW mlltiCS.

FLAIIt TRAVEL

COHSULTAIITS
346 East Bowman

nt

-

.

slate: records falling

8-- 1

41 points. Last Monday they displayed their talent again by racking up 104 points, while Ohio
University scored 83, and Ashland managed 19.
In the course- - of their' outstanding season the .Scotties
broke eight school records.Mar-cl- a
. Petry smashed three freestyle records, by swimming the
100 in 1:00.5, the 200 in 2iHJ0,
-and the 400 in 4:43. Three
more records fell when Paula

73-4-

tri-me-

1

reservation!

.

eet

,

Call

'
by Sue Hughes
Jim Collier 'is back for his
second year as the women's
volleyball coach. Returning with,
him are varsity players Sally
Huff, Alpha Alexander, Laurie,
Priest (captain), Kay Meeker
.

and Kim

49cr 79c, and

3-s- ptker

UP

854 W Lihortv

Fischer.

The team got off tov a slow
start but Jim Collier attributed mat to the team's need
to concentrate on the basics..
said they had a lot of
He
technique problems which dis- -'
couraged the team.
The team plays a 6- -0 offense
and they substituted in to reattack in the
tain a
front row. With substitutions
be has gone wlth8 starters.
Fischer and Calvin are the
playmakers and one Is always
In the game. It Is the
Job to set up the spikes,
Mr, Collier said they're play--

.

Tcrrariums
"Hanging Plants
Foliage Plants

play-mak- ers

,

IT TAKES A RARE AND

I

MOVIEI
SPECIAL
to each week attract larger audiences 4

i
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S
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:

than in each preceding week.
I
"Mountain" is such a moviehere,
and everywhere it is playing.
When you see it, we think, youll agree
with every wonderful word
you've heard about it.

i
I
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Plepmeler swam the 100 individual medley Is 1:09.1, the 50
butterfly to 29,4, and the 100
fly in 1:04. Two more record- -,
breakers so far mis year are
Sue SehefOer, with a time of
26JB in the 50 breaststroke, and
Nancy Luger, who swam the 50
freestyle tn 27.8.
J'
FOR RENT: Dorm Refriger1

ators,

Phone.

262-09-

-

Mon-F-ri.

8:30-4:3-0,

36,
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Volleyball team looking toward tournament action
264-65- 05

iMcDOWELLSj
GREENHOUSE
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:
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9.
defeating Ohio Wesleyan
They went on to beat Wittenand the University
With two meets remaining this berg 60--42
72--24
Toledo
in dual meets.
of
year, the Scottie tankers have
already had a successful season, Woosters only loss came In a
etr
when Denison squeaked
winning three dual meet!
meets and
Ashland
two
They have cap-- by the Scotties 102-3-4.
place out compiled only fifteen points In
tared fifty-fo- ur
first places
of seventy-tw- o
events, and have that meet. Three days later Wobroken eight school records and oster got back on the victory
path with a smashing 109 points
two pool records.
tn a tri-magainst Capital
began
team
swim
The women's
Its string of victories by soundly with 48. and Muskingum, with

.A
Crly7

to mcko a

.

--

.

by David Johns

Thcnhsgiving?
flOt tOO

-

Solzhenltsyn considers the Soviet from within Russia and was 'an'
Union a dangerous threat and says Internal threat. China Is more
we must make a move before they prepared to deal with its protake over. Mr. Caldwell leans blems because Its Ideas are not
more toward the view of Kis- designed to minimize Internal
singer, who sees a more peaceful conflict, as In the UJS. and Russia,
solution in detente stability, and Although he acknowledges a
weakness In our government, Mr.
cooperation,
A large portion of the talk Caldwell does- not believe the
dealt witt the comparison of situation is hopeless: "U can
Internal conflict within the three', rejuvenate and alter, its political
most powerful nations. Ac- - Institutions to meet new needs.';
He wrapped up his speech by
cording to Mr. Caldwell, theU.S.
and Soviet Union are at a dlsad- - emphasizing the importance of
vantage because they "are unable'"018 control In achieving world
It must be a central
to deal with internal conflict. Peace.
For mis reason he believes the feature of American policy to
two countries are weakened. He reduce capabilities. I throw my
Henry
said the Soviets expelled Solzhen- hat in reluctantly with
ltsyn because hewas a spokesman Kissinger ,

political axis, and from the U.S.
and Russia to China. "China may
hare more relevance to the future
than the other two powers.' - ...
One argument for this shift
incorporates the idea that emphasis has gone from technology,
back to manpower. During the
War in Vietnam, the U.S. had
highly sophisticated technology In
the form of nuclear weapons, but
was unable to use them. Because'
of Soviet opposition the UJS. bad
to use manpower, instead of
nuclear weapons.
Mr. Caldwell compared the
philosophies
of
antagonistic
and
Solzhenltsyn
Aleksondr
Henry Kissinger concerning the
TJJSs relations with Russia.

Scottie swimmers boast

Going horns for
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It has been a long haul thus record is indicative of their ac
far tor the Scotties,- - sporting
a 6--7 record. But their losses girls can start, putting the ball
luieu uivj mmm wssi
have been to the big schools: H.WKT uig
any team in the state,
Bowling Green, Dayton, CinFormer varsity player, ,Sue
cinnati, and Cleveland State,
The team won big in Its last Bohrer has the; coaching position
against Oberlln and of the Junior varsity mis year.
outing
Baldwin-WallaThey now Their .record .is- only -4 but
:

--

.

hustle,

'

--

.

.

(

have two more matches before Coach Bohrer says there is imtravelling to the state tournament provement and mat fewer games '
at Ashland November 14 and 15, mis year (at week Intervals) has
Coach Collier Is looking for- made things difficult, .
ward to the tourney because he
does not feel that

Tongue-rollin- g

Certainly, some cases
should be treated compassionately. For instance,
that of Andy Janowlcz, who
cries himself to sleep
every night, "Why cant I
be like the other guys?"
But others, such as Judi

Miller, who are adament
in their refusal to learn,
"No, no, no. I'm already
perfect. But I would like
to learn how to whistle

1-

-

ce,

-

.

;

--

--

.

the-team- 's

.

Business leaders to meet
'

-

academic world Nov. 14

-

companies to discuss

Business leaders representing member

an the National Association of Manu- questions concerning tne Amer- answer in the transposed facturers will, be on campus
words of Robert Helnlein, November 14 to meet with faculty At 10:30 a.m. a panel composed
But

"Non-tongue-rol-

there may be

is

ling

like treating

hemophilia-th- e.

real cure is to let

hemophiliacs

bleed

.

to

deathbefore they breed
more hemophiliacs."
Tongue-rolli-

ng

aware-

ness is growing now and
societies are being formed.

Discussion

groups

and

films are currently in the
planning stages. Everyone
is Urged to participate, and
get their licks in.
MAGNAV0X INSTRUMENTS
REPAIRS
RECORDS

taa miasm

u

"

:

lng a strong defense, Every
one Is hustling and they're not
letting many balls drop. (The
greatest weakness of me team
is their Inexperience bur that
Is counterbalanced by their
greatest strength, spirit and

ir
On the eqaere

students from of David B. Meeker, President
of Bobart Corporation and NAM 's
Board Chairman; - Herbert E.
-Industry
Dialogue. .
Approximately 200 students
and faculty from Wooster, ATI, Company; and Donald E. Noble,
Ashland, Baldwin Wallace, Den- Chairman of Rubbermaid, Inc,
from the
ison, Hiram, Kent State - New will answer questions
'
Philadelphia, Xenyon, Musk- students and faculty.
The meeting will conclude with
ingum, North Central Technical
College Mansfield, Ohio State -- a buffet luncheon In the Cage
Mansfield and Wayne General and wnere iniormu discussions can
Technical College win meet in- continue..
formally at 9 ayn, with NAM
interested tn receiving an in vita--'
tion to attend this NAM Colleg- e- industry uuuogue snouia sena
KCmiS I their names to F. W, Cropp,
jVlce President for Academic
236 West LipertyV
Chair-- :,
or William
Craft mntfk AffairsDepartment ofBatrd,
Economics,
members

and

central Ohio colleges tn a

College-

.

-

Hobbia

26SQ86.

I

from A toZ

:

man.
no'later than noon on Monday,

.by
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ovemberlO.

.
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Field hoclsey team
-

by Robin

;

.

Clark was able to
score on a foil line rush to the
goal
Doe to the fact that no
toes are allowed to' the tournament. State and Wooster were
required to hare a sudden death
flick-of- f.
The flick-o- ff consisted
of five girls from each team
alternating flicks to a goalkeeper.
Mar Jo Forbush and Joanne Olson
scored, while goalie Barb Leyden
only allowed one State player to

-

hockey tournament was held at
Ohio Wesleyan College this past
weekend.
The Seotties seeded
second went up against wttten--

of play. Wooster dominated me
mlftfl Ifi Aflwf Mia aWaMnff lAnw- five bat were unable to score in
the first half. The second half
, scores were finally started when
ngnt nairoacx Joanne uison
' scored on a penalty corner drive.
Freshman C tody C Lark tallied the
second and final goal, assisted by
Betsy White. Final score of the
match was 2- -0 for Wooster. .
Friday afternoon the Seotties
played against Ohio State to a

.

- Cindy

.

score on her. Wooster then was

able to move Into the quarterfinals to face unbeaten Ohio
University.

Satutday

morning action

against Ohio University was again
frustrating.
Neither team was
able to score in the fiercly played
game Wing Cindy Hastings shot

;

dominated

tit

scores coming late la the second

Chambers
' The,, third annual
state field 'half.

the action, with both

7

.

;

4 times after being badly shaken
up in a collision with an OU
rollback. Other shots taken were
by Betsy Bruce who mored back
to the halfback position, 3 by
Insider Marti Kelser, 2 by Cindy
Clark, 7 by Mar jo Forbush and
Joanne Olson. Ohio University
had many scoring attempts mat
were thwarted by goalie- Cindy
Barr, Other standouts on defense
were
Lorl Isaacs

Forbush, Sapp, Bruce ft Olson
.

.second seed

-

acks

and Gaye Kelly, while
Addle Sapp swept away many
co-capt- ain

'

other sure goals.
Both teams once again went into
a sudden death nick-of- f,
At the
end of the

flick-of-f,

Last week the Seotties finished
up their regular season beating
Wittenberg
on Tuesday and
Bowling Green on Saturday, At
.present, the Wooster regular
season record Is 12 wins and 2
ties, with the overall recordbelng

- Ohio Wesleyan and

Wooster
to meet In the finals.
Not enough can be said for the
skill and playing ability mat war
demonstrated by bom teemaFor
once, the two strongest teams"
struggled to the finals for the
battle of first place. Unfortunately, OWU was able to score
on an early drive and the Seotties

-

up-fullb-

desire to excel over the larger
schools.

all taUted while OU couldn't penetrate goalie Cindy Barr. This
desire enabled the first and

-

15-1-

The Seotties go to Ohio State

this weekend to represent th,e
State of Ohio In the Midwest

never were able to recover.

OU and

-2.

Regional Tournament,

Coming in second in. the state
tournament, of course, is never
enough. But Wooster, throughout

Wooster were tied three apiece
on scores, so a second flick-o- ff the entire tournament, demonwas required. In an unprestrated advanced playing skill,
show.
cedented
of 'desire, strategy, sportsmanship and the.
.

--

1

--

Delcos predictio ns for pro football
by John Oekos

ATLANTA FALCONS At

"'

MIN-

ST, LOUIS. CARDINALS

at

PHILADELPHIA EAGLES: The
Big Red to blitz floundering
PhlOy,

Vikings, The
only question Is by how many,
GREEN BAY PACKERS
at

NESOTA VIKINGS:

SAN FRANCISCO 49ers at LOS
Elmer could' ANGELES RAMS: The Rams are
wjto and nobody cares who does.
the Rams and mat means San
For the record, take the Packers, Francisco Is in for a long after- -,
-- NEW ORLEANS SAINTS
at noon, LA will all but win the
OAKLAND RAIDER& Should be a
title, 4f they . haven already.
breeze for Snake Stabler and his
WASHINGTON REDSKINS
at
mates, t&c
NEW YORK GIANTS: Giants have
CHICAGO BEARS:
,

.

--

Mount's harriers dominate OAC
At DeUware,lastSaturday,the
OAC Cross Country Champio- nships were run. Mount Union
domlntated
the field, easily
defeating second place. Ohio
-

-

Northern,
The winner of the ' race was
Rich Kempe af Mount Union with
a time of 25:29, Woosters top
finisher was Joe Williams with a
time of 27:38, good for 32nd

--

place. Other Wooster ttmes were
28:33 (Jim Wllkins), 28:49 (Geoff
Miller), 29:19 (Rick Day), and
... '
29:26 (Bin Twlias),
The final scores were: Mount
Union 46, Ohio Northern 97, Wittenberg
132,
Denlson 134,
Baldwin-Walla- ce
Ml,Oberllnl50,
Ohio Wesleyan 153, Marietta 155,
Muskingum 167, Otterbein 194,
Wooster

292, and Kenyon 350.

LEVELAND

'-.C-

--

never beaten ' a George Allen
coached team, and old habits
are hard to break. Skins to
keep pace with Dallas and Cardinals in East.
BALTIMORE COLTS at BUFFALO BILLS: Baltimore has
been playing well this season regardless of record. Bills meanwhilehave turned in thre
lackluster performances in a.
row. They must win to remain
In the playoff picture.
BROWNS at DE-

CINCINNATI
BENGALS
DENVER BRONCOS: Denver

fallen apart this season and Ben-ra- ls
are very good.
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS at
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS:

HOUSTON OILERS
BURGH STEELE RS:

is important.

'
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at
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and even harder when the game

Dl A KITC
PLANTS
at
WOOSTER ACRES
GREENHOUSE

T

'

gives mem slight advantage if

.''

'

We have a large selection
(
I

true sailing spirit the Wooster.
team got back in their boats and
won the B division, placing 2nd
for the whole regatta with- - 49
points (mis was a combined score
Division A and B results).
of
'
Out of sixteen races in two days
there was only one capsizing Incident. Woosters Commodore
ChrUtfnnhitr Prlei took the dank.
Bis only comment was damn

.

;

y--

X

nf fnliiinrn nitrite nrirorl tn fit L
the students budget
Come out and take a look

anytime from

I

ng

'

MPMTa

SUMDArVCLOtU

are tough to beat at any time,

are high after win In Cincinnati
are at home here. This

by Jeff Cull
Skimming the Ottawa River, the
Wooster Sailing' Team placed 2nd
In the University of Toledo
Regatta this past weekend (Nov,
1st and 2nd), After three races
on Saturday, the regatta was
postponed until the next day because of high winds. After an '
evening' of
In. the

eoldV?

mi-s-

DUVE

places second

sky-larki-

I

NOUM

MON.TUfV-WW.THu-

out.

and

-

MMUTK

Kuuraui iran

Miami roll 43--0. Dolphins should
again win but it won't be a blowMONDAY
at
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS
Cowboys
DALLAS COWBOYS:

anv-

lvnrTHtne km thi

Char-

TROIT LIONS: Even when the
Browns were on top, the Lions
gave them fits. There seems
no reason why they won't again.
Browns should give Lions a run,
but lose the race,

at PITTSHardest
game of the week to pick, Both
have been playing super, Steelers

mcaimi wm Nf
m MIXES t MIXEShmty

Ka

gers might have a shot, but It
would be foolish taking a team
that has averaged only 8.7 joints
per game. Take the Pats,
NEW YORK JETS at MIAMI
DOLPHINS: The last meeting saw

Sailing team
" r:

at
has

j

10-5-
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at.
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by Dan Taylor
Fighting Scots, continuing
to Improve with "every" game,
loss
season in Saturdays, 27-to division leading Muskingum,
John Cooper
connecting with - ace recetvers
Rick Koeth and Jim Gerard nine
times, , the Black and Gold kept
the pressure on until a roughing-the-klck- er
.penalty late in the
fourth quarter ended the Scots
;
hopes of upset.
' ;
"

-

.

--

jimpcs&Jmpisso
, win
and.

registered his second TD of the

game. The fullback's one yard
)
run capped a 10 play, 67 yard -driven With the extra point,
the Muskles held a 13--0 advantage
with 8:29 remaining in the half, ;
v- - Following
the Klckoff the Scot
. !
offense ' finally got. untracked.
With Cooper hitting Gerard and
Koeth and Gary Blelek gaining '"
. yardage on the ground, Wooster
moved steadily down the field. .
I
Cooper capped the 10 play, 69
yard drive with a 3 yard scoring
heavily favored to strike to flanker. Jim Gerard.
Moskingum,
Akinfund dribbles past Moont defenders';
remain unbeaten In conference With Kevin Lynch's placement,
on Scot the Muskle lead had been cut to
(photo by Steve Wllmon) '.
play, was forced
fourth 13-- 7. .
posting
In
their
mistakes
A third quarter touchdown by
consecutive victory, ,
:tt
Brent Mayo gave the Muskles a
The Muskles first scoring opportunity came as a result of a 20- -7 advantage but the; Scots,
a
Wooster fumble on its own 37 undeterred, countered
- midway
own
of
two.
aid
of
With
score
their
the
yard line.
major penalties, Muskingum was through the final quarter.
accept
and
to
the
for the Scots
pe
. It would be an understatement
interference penalty
to sustain a. nine-pl- ay
able
to say that the Wooster Scot field was a definite handicap. scoring drive capped by Fullback against the Muskles placed the
one-ya-rd
The booters dtd an about-fac- e
soccer team has had Its ups
Rave Caldwell's three yard burst. ball on Muskingum's
Saturday as they defeated The
last
and downs this season, bat It
with line where freshman fullback
and
was
missed
PAT
Mount Union. The 3:11 remaining in the first Gary Blelek bulled over, Lynch's
seems that when faced with a highly-tout- ed
must game they come out on ton. Purple Raiders had a 9- -0 slate Quarter, the home team led. 0.
placement was perfect and with
;'
was the case this past going into the - game and a
Such
;
,'
v
7:33 remaining the Scots trailed
regular season victory
Saturday , as Wooster beat a pre- Muskingum padded Its lead tn"
4,
"'. Yloosly undefeated Mount Union
streak. The Scots had to win the second quarter when Caldwell
touchdown to
Needing only
1,
tn a thrill-pack- ed
Squad
if they wished to receive an
game. The game not. only left NCAA
bid.
The game started slowly with
the booters Ohio Athletic Conference record unblemished at neither team taking control of
Chambers,
This Is an open note of apology to Robin women
50, but won them the Conference the play. At .the thirty-minu- te
who.
the
all
and
Collier
Jim
and
Northern Division Championship, mark midfielder Kevin Kollscfa, Nan Nichols
recently
been
It
sports.
has
Varsity
game,
in
participate
played
an
excellent
who
Chance
an the
to' face Ohio
lofted a delicate pass overMoufs . brought to my .attention that as . a sports editor I have
Wesleyan in the OAC Champion
game
tomorrow in Delaware. defense to Key Aktntunde, who been grossly negligent' in coverage of women's sports.
ship
banged the ball home for a -0
Why it was not brought to my attention sooner or why
. It has been a rocky road to
I don't know.
success this year for the Scots. lead.
it never occurred to me before
It wasnt until the
The point is that I alone am responsible for the lack
The rictory over Mount was the
only win In the Scots' last four, mark that either team posed anwomen's sports program has received in
of print-m- e
scoring
serious,
to
nationally
other
outings. Losses
threat. the VOICE. I was not trying to slight women's sports
ranked Akron University and to Then a Mount player was called by omission and apologize to all that I. may have, of -- i
Ohio State set a dreary stage for pushing at mldfield, Jim Van fended. I can only promise to attempt to rectify this
'
to : situation In the future.
Horn chipped the free-kic- k'
for the Mount Union game.
women
s
5line.
The -0 score in Woosters Bruce Brown at the
Note: If anyone is interested in writing
loss to Akron was not indicative Brown, noted for his heading sports please contact me.
of the play on the field. In ability, tapped the ball over the David IKoppenhaver
,
what mentor Bob Nye described
the onrushlng goalie and into the Sports Editor- - The VOICE
as the best half of soccer he's net. The Scot defense was men
seen a Wooster team play, the put to the test. Fine Individual
play by Mick Crtsmali as a key
Scots held the 14th ranked Zips
to only 8 shots the first half. to the defense's success.
game
The second half of the
Akron managed one goal in the
half, but only, due to a freakish tended to .favor Mount Union.
slip on the part of a Wooster But again the defense met the
deep back.
The second half challenge, with fallbacks Crtsand Ighodalo playing i
saw .the Zips come. Co life and mali
pound in three early half goals.' superbly.
Mount did manage '
a goal, but men goalie Phil LinPlay then settled down for te
coln turned tt on, turning in a
rest ef . the game. The performance showed the Scots at stellar performance to shut mem
nMhe rest c the way,
best but only at times.
. Tuesday the Scots played their
The following Wednesday the
Nyemen traveled to Ohio State last regular season game,hosting
to face the Buckeyes on astro ', powerful AldersoQBroaddus
turf. Early, in the game the from West Virginia, The first .
change In turf didn't seem to . half was scoreless although B
held the advantage. They eon- - ;
bother the Scots as Key Akin-tunthe Scot
put. In a goal inside of two stantly pressured
minutes. Little did they realize defense, Wooster came out
that this was to be the only 'smoking tn the second half but
bright spot of the evening for Just eouldnt manage to put a shot
which was
In the nets, A--B,
Playing; with a definite home not able to get many second half
Buckeyes
shots were able to make on count
. field advantage, the
proceeded to press the Wooster and the final score wasl-0.
defense.-- v It was only a matter
of time before the Bucks scored '
SHOP
GRACE'S K
to tie the game at halftlme
- Things got worse for the Scots
.:
DELIVERY
FPEE
:
In the second half. The Buckeyes
iss.00 msatau
got two breaks which resulted.
W. NORTH STREET
248
his
In goals, one being a score la
"
262-58- 66
Van'
fullback
Jim
own set. by
. Horn
the --l loss was hard
, ''
-

--

M,

-v

With-Quarterba-

ck

s'

.

Woosters defense stiffened
forced the Muskles Into a

er
punting situation, but a
penalty enabled Muskingum to retain possession and
for all practical purposes ended,
roughing--the-klck-

'

the Scot uprising, j,
Quarterback John Cooper had

.

his best day as a Scot connecting

--

14. of 24 passes for 144 yards
and one Touchdown, Gary Blelek
led thereof s running attackwith .
66 yards In 16 carries, .v

on

--

to-re-ly

-

.

Booters get title sBot

"

The loss dropped the Scots to

overall and 0--4 In conference
play. The Scots end their season
at home tomorrow against peren-ni-al
1- -7

-

power.

.

bouse
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Baldwin-Walla-

ce.
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Apology to women's athletics
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Hi there. Hi. I7e arc the Voice staffs
We need help. Help us. You will lihe
us. J7e have fun and vjc play gamesi
Come on dotvn andjlaYith us.You
will enjoy it. You tvilL YOU WILL
YOU T7ILL Y0V WILL.
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